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Abstract. Architectural design studios aim to teach students the
fundamental design thinking. Well-structured studio may help the students
to explore the global responses and develop projects focused on the current
conditions of the society. This study focuses on the adaptation of the
proposed unit system for third year architectural design studio. The
adaptation process of the proposed unit system analyzed with the
description of the previous system. This study discusses the positive
outcomes of the new proposed unit teaching method at School of
Architecture, Yasar University.

1 Introduction
Architectural studio is the main core of education for design based architectural schools.
These architectural design studios are continuously exploring many learning environments.
They have studio coordinators that provide organized working environment. It is hard to
define the correct path to follow, however studio coordinators’ attempts can provide new
opportunities that will tackle the current needs of the constantly changing challenges in
architectural design education.
Architectural design education has remained the same for many centuries [1], however
there is a growing dissatisfaction appears to be the main concern of researchers and
academicians around the world. In the study environment of architectural studio, design
tutors play an important role to educate the registered university students. The minimum
requirement expected from design tutors is their previous practice experiences. However,
the academic requirements are more tough compared to their practice careers. The expected
level of academic career involves being expert on a particular architectural subject, and
good pedagogical mentality to teach architecture students. The quality of the tutors can
increase the flexibility potential of the studio’s main frame. If any modification occurs in
the studio teaching system, they have many years of experiences to adapt themselves to
new conditions. Students’ reactions are more important at this stage. They can suffer from
the unexpected changes in the studio environment.
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The current study was structured in Yaşar University’s school of architecture in Izmir.
The observation evaluated the students who attended third year studio in Spring 2018. They
were the first group of students who experienced the proposed unit system teaching.
Conventional studio system given before Spring 2018 semester, focused on one
particular type of design project. The brief was about the design of an education facilities in
a given location. This approach was questioned in many occasions as placing studio away
from the current debates in architectural education and society. The expectations of society
is rapidly changing in many directions. The proposed unit system teaching has emerged to
resolve the problems about how to adapt the studio environment to rapid changes in
building industry and society. The proposed unit system provides variety of interesting
subjects to choose from and give more freedom for the students to explore their abilities in
a desired working environment.

2 Adapting the architectural education to current debates
It’s not wrong to claim that sustainable, energy conscious and environmentally responsive
design approaches have been contributing to reduce the carbon emissions. The sustainable
design approaches have been in action since 1970s oil crisis, contributed in many occasions
to lower the carbon emissions. It’s needless to say that sustainable, environment and energy
topics will be valid for the next generations. Any architectural school should develop
curriculum that considers sustainable strategies, climate change, energy efficiency, waste
management, resource deflation etc.
Generally architectural education consists of two parts. The first part is the studio-based
design education where students explore their design projects and implement practical
solutions with their theoretical background. The second part is the theoretical part, which
improves the students’ knowledge about the architectural discipline. The flexibility of the
architectural studio environments can help to adjust to study the current debates in
international society.

3 Architectural studio education
Architectural schools are organizations that are frequently quite stable in the short term, but
inevitably evolving over the longer term in response to changes in conditions. Many
architectural schools have launched programs aiming to imply changes in the theoretical
lessons and design studios. There are various debates for changing non-renewable with
more renewable and efficient teaching methods. The conventional teaching and learning
approaches may not be appropriate for addressing the current undergraduate education.
The discussions on the curriculum changes is always valid in Turkey because of
country’s dynamic nature. Any new developments can find response from communities;
however it can fade away very quickly to open a newer development. Architectural
education is also in constant change due to the expectations of communities. Students
before they enter the university, don’t have right and sufficient skills to complete the
undergraduate curriculum. Universities’ architecture schools facing this problem, spend
most of their tutors’ time and resources to train students to tackle undergraduate
curriculum. Another part of the problem is, students who will attend third year design
studio, entered the university with the Turkish national exam. They needed to collect
enough scores to be successful candidates. They had sufficient skills in science and math
subjects, however the exam system does not provide valuable information about their art
and entrepreneur skills. After entering the university, these skills were triggered by the firstyear design tutors. When students reached to their third-year level, they were all ready to
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work on full program architectural design projects. This effects the universities main
targets, leaving less time for research activities till their graduations.
The proposed unit system aims to trigger research capacity of the students and help
them to experience more innovative design solutions. This way, more time will be given to
the research related study environment. That improves the education quality of architectural
schools.
3.1 Conventional studio description
Conventional architectural studio is influenced from Bauhaus traditions and pick
adaptations on the way. Architectural schools may change the original structure depending
on the geographical location and their communities’ expectations. Before Spring 2018,
architecture school at Yasar University structured its third year conventional architectural
studio with the strategy on a design program dedicated to one particular building type;
education facility. The brief asked students to design a school project for a given location.
The minimum requirements were the spatial sizes and their functions provided to the
students. Students distributed among the design tutors randomly and were reviewed by at
most two tutors till the end. During the design period, students may focus more on
representation and improvements of their proposed education facility rather than showing
efforts on the new design and construction developments. This approach weakened the
strength of their projects innovative nature. During the assessment period, the external
examiners gave comments to students’ projects without grading them. The group tutors
gave their own decisions with or without considering the contributions of external
examiners. The projects’ performances were under the control of the groups’ design tutors.
This leads the speculation about the tutors’ attitude. At some stages of the projects, it’s
claimed by some students that the design tutors’ personal interests helped students to
develop their ideas.
3.2 Proposed unit system
The aim of the study is to analyse the adaptation of the unit system strategy in third year
architectural studio in Izmir Yasar University. The university’s physical environment is not
sufficient to support atelier system, existing spaces are shared by different departments. The
atelier system needs studio spaces for each design topic that can be used by only by
architecture students, twenty-four hours in a day and seven days a week. The third-year
coordinator checked the physical conditions and decided not to proceed on the atelier
system. Instead of the atelier system, the students were divided into four parts, represented
as unit. These four units explored the current trends in the architecture field. The course
coordinator organized the fourteen weeks of the studio period, depending on the submission
requirements. Each unit had two instructors with similar academic subjects. They
controlled their units’ learning environment and helped students to explore various design
thinking. The course coordinator organized the assessment process and the correlations
between the units according the given targets. The site visit was conducted at the beginning
of the semester. Before the site visit, the students researched the area. Later, they combined
their knowledge with on-site investigations. The students formed a group of three, in the
end there were 56 groups in total. The design programs for each group were emerged from
their researches on their interests and site investigation reports. In the semester plan, the
students experimented ideas on the design concept, structure, environmental control
systems, materials, and presentation techniques. Each unit was assessed by its two-unit
instructors. During the major assessment periods like open juries, other unit instructor and
an external examiner joined to the unit team. The course coordinator assigned external
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examiner from the professional practice who had various expertise on the construction and
design of influential buildings. This approach helped students to interact with the
professional people in the architecture field. Four jury members at the end, formed an
assessment panel with equal amount of grading percentage. As a result, students made less
complaints about their tutors being not fair to them.
3.3 Discussion
Design teaching is given in the architectural design studios planned in a one semester or
yearly. The whole education weeks in a semester period, planned to organise the students to
trigger different approaches of design solutions. The conventional method brought
limitations and constraints on the design program possibilities. The conventional method
expected students to concentrate over the guidelines given by the instructors more strictly.
The new teaching approach has triggered the creativity of design thinking process. The
students explored the different perspectives of the design approaches and dedicated more
on their researches.
The students’ creative thinking process were observed to measure the opportunities of
the new method. In all cases, the development of the design thinking process is key to any
similar studies.

4 Conclusion
Architecture field is an extremely complex professional that it’s hard to predict where
architects’ role will be useful on different types and scaled projects. One day it’s possible
for an architect to design a concert hall or next year, will put all the efforts on climate
research center project. The quality of the university education at that level comes to
discussion. If one to describe a successful architecture school, definitely is a place that
provides the necessary skills and research abilities for its graduates. Architecture school
that influences future architects to work in harmony with other professionals, can make
their graduates more competent in international society. Architectural design studio
environment is a valuable asset for school of architectures to increase the quality of their
curriculums. However, they need more interdisciplinary connections and researches to
handle the sustainability in building industry. However, the real problem is to adapt a
suitable teaching method to challenge current trends.
It’s crystal clear that architectural studios must adapt sustainable topics into their
learning environment. Many experts claimed that sustainability is the only model for the
next generation.
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